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Dialogic Approaches to TESOL: Where the Ginkgo Tree Grows by Shelley Wong. 

Reviewed by Chuang Wang
University of North Carolina at Charlotte

Teachers of English have always been looking for effective ways to help 
English language learners (ELLs) learn English. While there are numerous texts 
and guides to teaching English, 

-
search, the author provides practical examples and resources (including lesson 
plans and authentic teacher-student dialogues) throughout the text to show how to 
use dialogic pedagogy by using students’ home languages and cultures, families, 
and communities as resources to enhance learning.

Los Angeles (UCLA), discusses three foundational questions for TESOL methodol-

of English (e.g., Indian English). Wong claims that Prator was unable to understand 
the implications of colonialism in teaching English due to the limitations of the 
time period when his work was published. Enlightened with recent anthropological 
and sociological theorists such as Bruner, Wong argues that all varieties of English 
are equal and English should be taught as an additional language rather than as a 
substitute of the home language.

Wong illustrates four features of dialogic approaches to TESOL with ex-
amples she used when teaching three Chinese theological students in New York 
City: (1) Learning in community Problem posing Learning by doing

Knowledge for whom. Learning in community encourages a diversity of voices 
within the classroom and addresses how teachers can facilitate dialogue and assess 
student contributions. Problem posing encourages teachers to identify meaningful 
and important questions about students’ lives and reasons for studying English. 
Learning by doing -
lish for real-world communication. Knowledge for whom is a question that reminds 
teachers of inequities for the oppressed and disadvantaged people in the society. 

Through analyses of traditional teaching method(s) in current language class-
rooms, Wong addresses practical questions, theoretical frameworks, and valuable 
resources for pre-service teachers or teachers who are in the early stages of their 
careers and want to bring critical multicultural and multilingual perspectives into 
language arts, reading, and literacy education. Teachers who dare to lead in im-



current school systems as language is a practice that constructs and is constructed 

The book begins in Chapter 1 with a history of TESOL methods, from the 
grammar translation approach to the communicative approach and the natural 
approach. Distinguished linguists, anthropologists, and psychologists reviewed 

Bakhtin, Dewey, Bourdieu, Krashen, and Vygotsky. Chapter 2 covers early dia-
logic approaches, the Socratic method, and Confucius philosophy for teaching and 
learning, and then addresses dialogic learning in the community, focusing on how 
teachers and students can learn from each other with humbleness. 

encourages both teachers and students to be engaged in situated social practice 

where children learn through internalizing the model’s strategies, this feature of a 

children are active agents and develop their own strategies through interaction in 
meaningful social and cultural activities.

Using the Chinese characters for student, which consists of two words: learn 
and growth, alive, or life

respect to learning by doing: Freire, Bakhtin, Vygotsky, and Mao. Dewey’s theory 
of experiential education and the comparison between Dewey and Mao’s perspec-
tives on the centrality of learning by doing are also discussed. 

-
lonialism, English has been considered the language of the elite/White Americans. 
This belief is so widespread that a university in China refused to offer an English 

in the United Sates lose their heritage language within two or three generations 

all students in the teaching and learning processes and leaves nobody behind.
The examples provided throughout the book are very helpful for teachers 

examples representing recent international students in broader contexts would be 

were supported by their institutions or the Chinese government. Today, however, 
international Chinese students in America are often supported by their families 

might also become part of the language learning context. Another shortcoming of 
the book is the glossary for Chinese characters and/or pinyin used in texts. While 

Wang



these glosses are very helpful for providing background information for the reader, 
more detailed information, especially related to Chinese culture and recent history, 
would be appreciated.

awareness and sensitivity in the classroom with a large number of immigrant stu-

to appreciate the knowledge and experience that students bring to the classroom. 
-

ing the history, philosophy, and methodology of dialogic approaches and how to 
use dialogic pedagogy in the classroom. 
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